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Today Euromet is present in over 60 countries worldwide, it boasts an international 
reputation in the professional field and enjoys partnerships with the major 
multinationals operating in the AV sector, thanks to the guaranteed reliability of the 
products, with the unchanged and authentic "MADE ONLY IN ITALY" and the 
high-quality service that has characterized our business for years.

Every EUROMET product is manufactured in 
conformity with regulatory standards CE, 
regarding IEC 60065 paragraph 19 and IEC 
60950-1 paragraph 4.2.1, inherant to the 
security of suspended loads and anti-tipping for 
monitor supports.
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Slide is a new mounting concept that can meet
all the needs of stand alone monitor installations.

Slide is perfect  for Digital Signage, Touch Screen or any other conventional use. Its sturdy 
structure is designed to guarantee total reliability of load and stability in compliance with 
the regulations in force, above all on anti-overturning. It allows to install one or more 
monitors in the “Landscape” or “Portrait” position and to adjust the height in a millimetric 
way thanks to the new system created by EUROMET for side hooking and sliding on two 
side rails.
The SLIDE solution can accommodate multiple monitors simultaneously and is available in 
both the floor and ceiling versions.
The support is designed for a very wide range of 
applications: videoconferencing, company 
presentations, ports, airports, medical and school 
environments, offices, hotels, shops, shop windows, 
public spaces, exhibition stands.VOLTA is the new original STAND or CART for 

large-sized LED WALLS.

A stable, modular, linear and unique structure to foster image perfection in 
Led walls, an effective support solution for new technologies thanks to its 
unmistakable style and Italian design.
 

Easy to install, thanks to its modular structure, perfect from all points 
of view for Rental Service providers, it can be adapted to 

various environments.

A new Monitor floor stand / floor stand for monitors
 ideal for digital signage applications, touch screen or any 
other conventional screen.
Turn is the new professional revolving stand/cart for touch screens available for all 
the best monitor brands.
Thanks to the new Euromet patent system, Turn has a constant and regular 90° 
screen rotation, with both horizontal and vertical positioning without a fixing 
mechanism.
Fully designed and produced in Italy.
Quality and durability are guaranteed as with all Euromet products.
TURN is an ideal monitor floor stand / floor stand for monitors for meeting 
rooms, conference rooms, classrooms, television studios and 
offices in general. 
This support has been equipped with wheels and 
made with dimensions designed 
specifically to allow easy 
transport within any 
environment.

Slide


